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INTRODUCTION 

The South Dakota Department of Transportation recognizes 
the importance of designing and improving pavement 
construction practices to provide longer lasting pavements.  
Beginning in 2006, the SDDOT Materials began investigating 
tie bar position in older and newer pavements.  In 2010, 
based on the findings, the DOT began full-scale Tie Bar 
Acceptance Inspections on all PCCP projects to verify proper 
placement.  The GPR inspection process has significantly 
decreased the number of misplaced tie bars that are known 
to cause premature repairs and failure of pavements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SDDOT has two GPR units: One unit is mounted to an ATV 
mule.  This unit allows the technician to drive down the 
longitudinal joint while viewing and recording scan data.   
When producing the tie bar inspection report,  the scan may 
be analyzed in the office with the Windows friendly software 
RADAN.  
  

The second unit is a simple compact push cart.  The push 
cart unit provides the technician more flexibility in pinpointing 
location of the tie bar.  Once discovered, the deficient tie 
bar’s orientation or depth may be paint-marked on the 
pavement surface. 
 
 

2012 Current Criteria 

CONCLUSIONS 

Research and data collection of  tie bar placement  on longitudinal joints was performed from 2006-2009 with Ground Penetrating 
Radar. 
 
• Portions of every major PCCP project in 2008 along with 5 projects from previous construction seasons ~ 68 miles 
• Entire length of every major PCCP project in 2009 ~ 96 miles 
• Every type of placement – Centerline inserted, side inserted, staked in grade, drilled and epoxy 
• Every manufacturer of paver and/or tie bar inserter used in SD 
 
This research allowed SDDOT to develop and provide a consistent method of dealing with various contractors and projects 
throughout the state.  Following the tie bar placement requirements specified on SDDOT Standard Plates (based on industry 
standards) would be very restrictive.  Therefore, the current criteria being used to identify tie bars that are out of tolerance and 
requiring corrective action is as follows:  
 

Standard Plate: Tie bars shall be placed a minimum of 15” from any transverse contraction joint. 
Field Inspection:  Tie bars shall be a minimum of 12” from any transverse contraction joint. Tie bars within 12” of the joint 
shall be cut full depth. Tie bars that are over dowels and deemed to be too close to the surface must be removed. 
 

Standard Plate: Tie bars shall be placed T/2 in depth where “T” is the thickness of the slab. 
Field Inspection (and Plan Note):  Tie bars less than T/3 in depth are deficient  and will have been cut when the 
longitudinal joint was sawed to T/3. Tie bars  with depth greater than 2T/3 are treated as a non functional bars. 
 

Standard Plate: Typical 30-inch tie bars shall be centered over the longitudinal joint with 15” on each side of the joint. 
Plan Note: Typical 30-inch tie bars require  minimum 12” embedment (measured perpendicular to longitudinal joint) 
Field Inspection: Tie bars with less than 10” of embedment  (measured perpendicular to longitudinal joint) on either side 
of the joint shall be treated as a non functional bar. 
 

As noted, the field inspection guidelines include tolerances that the SDDOT Concrete Office believes to be attainable by normal 
construction practices. If these tolerances are not being met, changes to a Contractor’s operation may be necessary.  
 

Depending on the tie bar deficiency and severity, a price deduct or corrective action may be implemented by the SDDOT.  Along 
with saw cutting or removal of the bar, stitching of a concrete panel may be required when multiple tie bar deficiencies are found.  
The Concrete Office will often make recommendations on stitching based on potential for lane separation, spalling and expected 
maintenance issues.  SDDOT will continue to monitor research and industry recommendations pertaining to tie bar placement 
tolerances.  
 
 
 
 
 

SDDOT performs GPR tie bar inspections on all major PCCP 
projects, as well as several smaller projects.  Personnel from 
the Materials Lab perform an inspection within a few days of 
first concrete placement.  The length and number of 
inspections necessary thereafter is determined by the initial 
results.  Problems revealed early on in PCCP placement can 
then be addressed to prevent widespread issues on a given 
project.  
 

 

GPR TIE BAR INSPECTIONS IN SD 

Pavement Issues Caused by Incorrectly Placed Tie Bars  

GPR Antennae mounted on ATV Unit 

GPR has allowed SDDOT to improve its pavements by 

improving tie bar placement operations.  The decision to 

prohibit centerline tie bar inserter attachments was based 

on results of tie bar inspections.  GPR scans indicated 

significant issues with tie bars placed automatically.  

Currently, tie bars are being placed using a staking method 

(typically “P”-stakes) or a tie bar basket setup. 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 

By identifying problems early and improving construction 

operations, SDDOT has utilized GPR inspections to 

produce longer lasting pavements. 

Scan viewed with RADAN software 

“P”-Stake Setup (LEFT) and Tie Bar Basket (RIGHT) 

Deficient Bars Found on South Dakota Pavements 

Push Cart with Ground 
Penetrating Radar 
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